Abstract. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is one of the research topics that have received growing interest in research communities. While a lot of efforts have been made in detecting damages in structures, very few researches have been conducted for the structure damage classification problem. This paper presents an artificial immune pattern recognition (AIPR) approach for the damage classification in structures. An AIPR-based Structure Damage Classifier (AIPR-SDC) has been developed, which incorporates several novel characteristics of the natural immune system. The immune learning algorithm can remember various data patterns by generating a set of memory cells that contain representative feature vectors for each pattern, which are extracted from the compressed data using the auto regression exogenous (ARX) algorithm. The AIPR-SDC approach has been tested using a benchmark structure proposed by the IASC-ASCE Structural Health Monitoring Task Group. The test results show the feasibility of using the AIPR-SDC method for the structure damage classification.
Introduction
The civil structures, such as bridges and buildings, play an important role in people's daily life. Maintaining safe and reliable civil structures is particularly important to the well being of all of us. So the SHM is one of the research topics that have been extensively investigated. Damage diagnosis is one of the major tasks of the SHM. Over the recent years, a number of new approaches have been proposed for the damage diagnosis. signals. The residual error ratio of ARX models for test signal and the reference signal is defined as the damage-sensitive feature. Lee et al.
[2] presented a method for damage detection in a plate structure and damage localization using neural network technique. While a lot of efforts have been made in detecting damages in structures, very few researches have been conducted for the structure damage classification problem. From a pattern recognition perspective, the most appealing characteristic of the immune system is its immune cells, i.e., B-cells and T-cells carrying surface receptors that are capable of recognizing and binding antigens covered with molecules. Many scholars have proposed the Artificial Immune System (AIS) algorithm, it is very suitable for SHM [3] . First, it is autonomous. It could self-identify and kill invading pathogens without any interference. Second, it is adaptive. The type of antibodies and memory cells can adapt to the antigenic stimulation through clonal selection algorithm. Third, it has learning and memory capability. Different patterns are recorded in the memory via memory cells. This paper presents a structure damage detection and classification methodology based on AIPR by studying AIS, which is an intelligent way by mimicking the natural immune system.
AIPR-Based Structure Damage Detection and Classification
A supervised structure damage classifier called AIPR-SDC has been designed using concepts derived from the natural immune system, as shown in Fig.1. [4] 
